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The identification and character izat ion of the pro-  
cesses responsible for the electrochromic propert ies of 
thin transi t ion metal  oxide films are mat ters  of high 
current  interest. Several  authors (1-3) have applied 
small-s ignal  a-c techniques in this area. Ho et al. (2) 
have analyzed their  a-c data on WO3 with injected Li 
using the standard Randles (4) equivalent  circuit, but 
with a modified (finite length) Warburg  element.  Gla- 
rum and Marshall  (3) have devised a slightly different 
circuit  from their  data on IrO2 with injected protons. 
Both sets of authors have given some discussion of the 
theory underlying the use of these circuits. In a some- 
what  ear l ier  paper (5) the present authors der ived an 
equivalent  circuit for an electrochemical  system char-  
acterized by an electrode adsorpt ion-react ion-diffusion 
sequence that yields the circuits ment ioned above, or 
parts of them, as l imit ing cases. Much of this analy-  
sis has been recent ly  republished independent ly  by 
Braunshtein et al. (6). In the present  paper we discuss 
our earl ier  t r ea tment  as it might  be applied to an elec- 
t rochromic system. Our t rea tment  leads to an equiv-  
alent circuit  which, we believe, may_ be useful in the 
analysis of impedance or admit tance data on electro-  
chromic thin films, par t icular ly  if the injection of atoms 
into the film involves an adsorbed intermediate .  

We consider an electrochemical  cell consisting of an 
inert  electronic conductor, a thin layer  of e lectro-  
chromic mater ia l  AyB, a liquid electrolyte  with mobile  
A +  ions, and an electrode of solid A metal,  or if A 
represents hydrogen, a hydrogen electrode. We shall 
assume that current  flow through the system is effec- 
t ively one-dimensional ,  at least over  the region in 
which a significant potential  drop occurs. We also as- 
sume that  AyB is a sufficiently good electronic conduc- 
tor that  the t ransport  of A within  the layer  of A~B 
occurs purely  by diffusion. 

We assume that  the system has been al lowed to come 
to equi l ibr ium under  a steady applied potent ial  differ- 
ence. Then the AyB layer  has a spatial ly uniform com- 
position and the potential  drop falls essentially be-  
tween the surface of the A~B layer  in contact with the 
electrolyte and the A electrode. We ass~,me that  an A-+- 
ion combines wi th  an electron f rom the conduction 
band to form an adsorbed in termedia te  before en te r -  
ing the AyB film. Adopting the notation of our ear l ier  
work (5), we let PR denote the concentrat ion of the 
A +  ions at the point of closest approach to the AyB 
film, let r denote the concentrat ion of the adsorbed 
intermediate ,  and let bL denote the concentrat ion of A 
just inside the surface of the AuB film. Then for any 
deviat ion f rom the equi l ibr ium potential  difference the 
equations governing the behavior  of the reactant  spe- 
cies at the A~B/l iquid interface may be wri t ten  (5, 7) 

/pR ~--- evl  (PR, F, ~]) [1] 

dr /d t  = v l  (PR, ]?, ~l) - -  V2 (D, bL) [2]  
and 

Jb~ = v~ (r, bL) [3] 

where  IpR is the faradaic current,  JbL is the flux of A 
into the AyB layer,  vl and v2 are as yet unspecified rate  
functions, and ~l is the addit ional  potential  drop a c r o s s  
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the compact layer be tween the AyB film and the l iquid 
electrolyte.  

Under  smal l -s ignal  a-c conditions we may separate 
eafh  of the variab es in Eq. [1]-[3] into an equi l ibr ium 
part  and a sinuso~dal perturbation,  e.g., PR = P0R --~ 
PiR exp (i~,t). On making an appropriate  Taylor  series 
expansion of the reaction rates about their  equi l ibr ium 
values, we obtain 

Ipl• ~- e[klfplR -- k~hrl + (e~ll/kT)71fPoa] [4] 

i~rl = IplR/e - -  k~frl + k3bbla [5] 
and 

J b l a  : k3 f r i  - -  k3blI. [6] 

where  each of the k's and 71~ represents a par t ia l  de- 
r ivat ive  of the rate functions vl and vf. We assume that  
within the AyB layer  the t ransport  of A is governed by 
Fick's laws, with diffusion constant Die. In this note we 
sha!l assume that  the A atoms are completely blocked 
at the interface be tween  the AyB layer  and the iner t  
electronic conductor, a physically reasonable assump- 
tion for the exper imenta l  a r rangements  that have been 
employed. In this case, the result  obtained in Ref. (5) 
may be wr i t ten  as 

IplR = e[k i*PlR  + (e~l/kT)71*poR] [7] 

where kl* = flkif  and 71" ---- flTlf, with 

f l  --  {1 ~- k lb / [ ia  ~- k s f / ( 1  + F1 ( w ) ) ] } - - i  [8] 
and 

Fl (~)  -- kab ctnh (leslie~Die) [9] 

where  le is the thickness of the AyB film. The quant i -  
ties kl* and 71" may be considered to be complex, f re-  
quency-dependent  rate  constants, a notion first in t ro-  
duced by L~nyi (8). If  Re is a constant normal iz ing re-  
sistance, it may readily be shown that  RcFl(w) is t h e  

impedance of a length l~ of distr ibuted transmission 
line of characterist ic fmpedance Rck3b/(i~D~e) 1/2 with  
series resistance per unit  length R~e~ =- Rckab/Dle and 
shunt capacitance per  unit length C~n = i~/k~bRc, ter -  
minated by an infinite resistance. 

I f  the l iquid electrolyte  employed in the exper i -  
menta l  system is fair ly concentrated ( >  1M) and as- 
suming that  the A §  ions are appreciably more mobile 
in the solution than A atoms are in the solid AyB one 
may neglect  PlR in Eq. [7] and then define an inter-  
facial admit tance 

I~IR efPoR 
- -  - -  ~'1" [ 1 0 ]  

~i kT 

which is re~resented exact ly  by the equivalent  circuit  
of Fig. 1. The circuit  e lements  are the charge t ransfer  
resistance 

RR : kT/(e2poR~l f )  [11] 

the adsorption capacitance 

CA = 1/(RRklb) [12] 

an adsorption related resistance 

RA = RRkib /k3f  [13] 

and a dis tr ibuted capacitat ive e lement  vdth impedance 
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit representing the interfacial impedance. 
See Eq. 1-10]-1-15]. 

Z D = ZDo c t n h  (~iwLe2/Dle)/~i~le2/Dle [14] 
w i t h  

ZD O : RRklbZe/k3fDle [15] 

When the Warburg  element  and charge t ransfer  resist-  
ance in the Randles circuit (2, 4) are replaced by the 
circuit segment shown in Fig. 1, one obtains the equiv-  
alent  circuit appropriate for the system considered in 
this note. 

Some impedance plane plots for this generalized 
Randles circuit are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a) we 
have set RA and CA equal to zero so that our circuit 
reduces to that of Ha et al. (2), consisting of a bulk  
(liquid electrolyte) resistance Re, double layer  capaci- 
tance CD, charge transfer  resistance RR, and the dis- 
t r ibuted capacitative e lement  ZD. The figure shows a 
single semicircular arc, associated with RR and CD, 
and a straight segment, with 45 ~ slope which curves to 
approach a vertical  asymptote, characteristic of Z#. In  
Fig. 2(b) RA and CA have been given values so that  
RACA > >  R•CD, and two semicircular arcs are ap- 
parent,  the one at lower frequencies being associated 
with RA and CA. In Fig. 2(c), RACA ~ RRCD and only a 
single, approximately semicircular arc is apparent.  In 
fact, the impedance curves of Fig. 2(c) and (a) a r e  

almost indist inguishable in shape, even though they 
represent  two d~stinctly different sets of circuit pa- 
rameters.  We are thus led to suggest thai any determi- 
nation of circuit parameters by graphical analysis of 
impedance plane curves be confirmed by nonlinear 
least-squares fitting of the data as a function of fre- 
quency to the circuit concerned (9). 
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Fig. 2. Impedance plane plats for Randles equivalent circuit with 
charge transfer resistance and Warburg impedance replaced by 
circuit of Fig. 1. The bulk resistance, R~ z 1~, double layer ca- 
pacitance, CD = 1 /~F, and distributed capaeitative element ZDo 
---- 1000~, l e2 /D le  ~ 250 sec, are the same for all plots. (a) RH ---- 
40,000Q,, CA ~ 0, RA = 0. (b) RR ---- 15,000_O., CA ~- 100 ~F, 
RA = 25,000~. (c) RR = 15,000~, CA z 1 ~F, RA = 25,00&Q. 
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